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INTRODUCTION by top DJ Tony Blackburn

Hi, and a big welcome to Western Europe's most popular magazine, now incorporating Radio Times, giving you two sensational magazines for the price of one. Several minor administrative changes have resulted from the merger with the Radio Times. In future all complaints or correspondence relating to legal matters should be sent to the Radio Times at their old address. All other letters should be sent to us at our usual address which is shown above.

Adverts
Strict rules exist governing the amount and content of advertising in this comic, one of which is that you have to pay us some money. If you want to place an advert in the comic, write for details, but hurry, as space is limited and in great demand.

Viz Comics are all the rage
There's no doubt about it. Viz Comics is the word on the tongue of a whole nation. And this is your chance to play a part in the success story that has delighted a nation.

If you think you could sell any Viz Comics, any number at all, write to us for details of our attractive discount scheme '82. This super scheme applies to shops too. If you know any shops that may be able to vend our organ, let us know. You may win a prize.

Back issue
Regrettably, issues 1 to 5 have all sold out. Number 6 is still available for 40p (incl. P+P).

Doctor! I don't find my wife attractive any more.

Oh! You know one with big tits don't you?

I would like to congratulate you on such a read-worthy paper. Best of luck for all future editions.

Miss L. D. Grover, Horwich, Essex.

I would like to congratulate you on such a read-worthy paper. Best of luck for all future editions.

I would like to congratulate you on such a read-worthy paper. Best of luck for all future editions.

I would like to congratulate you on such a read-worthy paper. Best of luck for all future editions.

Animals live in the jungle which is in Africa. This so-called 'Animal Kingdom' includes up largely of 3 types of species: Fish - a kind of underwater mammal; Mammals - such as reptiles; and Flowers, a kind of jungle plant.

Of course nowadays many animals are house trained, such as battery hens, (a kind of electric farm animal). These domestic type animals include both cats and poodles, hence the phrase "a cat among the poodles is worth two in the bush".

The most common domestic wildlife is the 'pet', often a specially adapted dog or goldfish, often referred to as a 'dog fish' for short. These can be very friendly, and interact with other 'pedigree chums' such as guinea pigs (an expensive kind of mouse) are suitable for house use.

The less enthusiastic botanist may find the more common wood pidgeon a suitable purchase, available from most good model shops and hardware stores.
THE VIZ
SERIOUS FACE
Competition 1981

It's Mr Timothy Readman's lucky
day. He has won our Serious Face
Competition 1981. Mr Readman, of
the Devon and Cornwall area, wins
a copy of the Financial Times,
autographed by the man in the
street, for his face which
optimized everything that is
sensible in the times that we are
living in. He scored 97 points on
our Serious Faceometer.

ERJ Slapcrumpet whose
entry is also shown here
was disqualified at a late
stage due to his being an
editor of this comic.

Among a number of high scoring
runners up were Mr Spock, a
Vulcan who scored 103, but was
not wearing a tie, Topah Wilcox
on 93 points, a grin Elvis
Costello, 87, and General Chun
of the South Korean army with 82.

POLUTION
CAN BE STOPPED
WITH
SEWAGE RECYCLING

Why spoil our environment when
we can save money by recycling
our waste products?

Send your chits to us:
WASTE PRODUCTS UK LTD
FREEPOST NN14
LONDON
W15
Cash payments made by return
of post.

FREE HOUSE!
One Free House

To the reader Simply cut out this
coupon and hand it to your estate
agent. It will get you a house.

To the estate agent If you happen to
have any spare houses please give one
to this person free. Thanks very much

ONE HOUSE ONLY
In the last issue, Skinhead, the undead beast with a psycho brain and inhuman strength, was heading for London!!

Yes sir! Bomb London... I'll see to it right away!

So far all attempts to stop him had failed, so the army decided to bomb, London...

...and the 'H bomb fell!

Sadly, the military had bombed London prematurely. Skinhead had not arrived.

Oh dear! I think we've jumped the gun a little! He hasn't arrived yet!!

And when he did arrive, he found London in ruins.

Sorry to disturb you, minister. I'm afraid we've blown up London and we may have to detonate the earth's core...

Oh dear... and it hasn't worked... hmm... well, why not steer the earth into the path of the sun. That should do the trick!!

As Skinhead roamed the ruined city, the army were laying fresh plans to rid the planet of this dead big mutant of a boot boy.

And so leading army scientists lower a bomb to the earth's core...

The force from this bomb will cause the earth to collide with the sun, killing that monster in one big bang!

At last we've got him! That will be his last cigarette before the end of the earth... And him!!

Will Skinhead survive this massive blast? Will the earth bump into the sun? Look out for the next issue - Skinhead in Space!
THE SHAKIN STEVENS STORY
A VIZ TOP POP EXCLUSIVE!

Pop idol Shakin Stevens tells the tale of his rise to fame in an exclusive interview with Viz Comic.

"Shaky" Shakin Stevens is one of pop's top names in the charts of today, riding on the crest of the wave in the revival of rock and roll. The hits have come fast and furiously, one after another, and 1981 has seen Shaky dancing on top of a piano on 'Top Of The Pops'.

SUCCESS
But for Stevens, success did not come overnight. As he told us, his spectacular shaking style had been developing since early childhood.

"I used to shake all the time at school. It came in fits. Some days I was quite normal. At other times I couldn't hold a pencil".

DOCTOR
"My dad was a big help in those early days. He sent me to see a doctor who gave me injections for it, but this only reduced my shaking - it didn't stop it.

LEG
Stevens was ridiculed at school for his uncontrollable shaking. He recalls how at one time one leg was worse than the other.

"One day my left leg was shakin' particularly badly, and as a result I couldn't stand still. I was going around in a circle for half an hour until the school nurse tied my leg to a radiator.

PRODUCER
Even at this early stage Shaky's dynamic potential had caught the eye of music teacher and former record producer Kit Jones. As Stevens recalls, it was Jones who gave him his first big break.

CLUB
"Kit knew a guy who worked in the woodwork department and he had a specially adapted desk and chair for me, which made things a lot easier.

DEMO
After long and frustrating months out of work, Stevens eventually got together a demo tape. He carted it round every record company in London, and after a string of rejections, he ended up on Jimmy Savile's doorstep, one of Britain's top record producers.

"Mickey handed me a guitar and told me to play. Unfortunately it was a cold evening and I was shakin' worse than usual, I did a couple of numbers and before I knew what was happening he had called an ambulance. That evening I was admitted to hospital and doctors confirmed my worst fears - I was suffering from Sylvic Hipitis, a disease for which there was no known cure".

Next Week:
Shaky undergoes surgery and has his first hit on hospital radio.

VICTOR PRATT
THE STUPID TWAT

How long is there until Christmas, Vic?

I don't know. We'll have to look out for a road sign.

Forty One
This is the age of the train.
The Lager Lads

Gut afternoon, mein host. Have you the real German lager?

Yeah!

Yeah! We want some lager, don't we, lads?

Yeah! 3 lagers!

Yeah! It goes sharp to the bottom of the glass!

Well?

Brewed by experts since 1743, the one that bites?

Professor Piehead

Okay Joe, all set to test my new 500 pound hand grenade. Tim the assistant.

Now then, whereabouts is the firing pin?

Boom!

Later... Right oh Joe, let's try it again, with the pin in this time.

Pin out... counting to five... 1, 2, 3, 4...

...five! and throw... yaargh!

Thud!

It seemed to work okay!

FUCK

KABOOM!
Paul Whicker is trying to raise funds to repair the church roof. He has enlisted the help of his friends Pat Berger (The Fat Verger) and Eric the Cleric.

So, it's the Midland on the High St. on Friday, then?

Yep! Barclays is just tooooo risky!

Friday, outside the bank...

If anyone gives you any lip, plug the fucker!

Right boss?

It's closed! It's fucking well closed! This is your fault you pair of basket cases! Get out of my bleedin' sight before I ventilate you!

Later....

Hmmm! I'm really in shit street now! If I don't get the dough to fix that bloody roof, the bastard bishop will have my plums on a skewer! I'll just have to lean on my flock a bit harder....

C'mon you little sod! I saw your mother give you your pocket money! Urk!

That's the way now, Mrs. Smith! Give generously you old slug!

Thank you very very much! Thank you sir! Thank you!

That's the spirit, Mister Smith! You wouldn't want the Almighty to think you were an old meanie!

Only fifteen quid! What a bunch of tight arsed shitbags! Well...... it certainly won't buy a new church roof so I think I'd better start doing some real drinking.

Come to Daddy!

 Blind

 Please

 Give

 Anything you can spare!

 Chink!
Mutiny On The Bounty

For two years the good ship Bounty had been sailing the high seas in search of paradise, but the crew were becoming restless...

Christ, I'm thirsty
Me too

And they decide to ask the cruel captain for water...

Please sir, we haven't had a drink for 2 years!

F*ck off

That night the men plan to take over the ship and get rid of the evil captain...

Y'rotten bastards!

Off you go, Cap'n, to the sharks!

And the next morning the captain was given a gang plank to live on...

Ha ha ha! Aye aye!

Plop!

And thrown overboard...

Two days later the captain awoke, adrift on his plank...

Hell! I'm stranded on a gang plank!

And without so much as a sausage to eat!

Ooh ooh! Did someone say sausage?

Like sausages?

Ah! Sharks!!!

Have you got any sausage flavour crisps or twiglets or fudge? Ooh... I love fudge!

What a minute! These aren't proper sharks!

Oh God no! It's them sodden pathetic sharks again!

These sharks are crap!

Please can we have some sugar lumps!

Gee, that was nice shortbread. I'm thirsty. Please can I have some orange juice...

Ah ha! No! You can piss off. I'm not scared of you. You're as thick as two short planks!

Did you say shortbread?

Wah!

Hey look! A shortbread plank!! Delicious!

Shit

The End
UNSIGHTLY WARTS WERE SPOILING ANNE'S CHANCES.

THEY'RE CASTING FOR A NEW TAMPA COMMERCIAL TODAY. HOPE I GET THE JOB.

T.V. CASTING DIRECTOR: LOVELY GIRL!

BUT YOU SEE HER TITS?

NO GO... IT MAKES THESE UGLY WARTS!

WHY NOT TRY NEW WARTO?

LATER

WOW! WARTO WORKS! WARTS JUST DISAPPEAR

I EVENTUALLY GOT SO SICK OF MY BODY, MY SCABBY PENIS, MY RUNNY NOSE, MY ITCHY SCALP, MY AGONIZING BUM-WARTS, MY STINKING ENTRAILS AND MY FEEBLE FRAME, THAT I HAD A COMPLETE AMPUTATION!!

BUT!

NOW THE THING, THE THOUGHT, THE IDEA, THE CONVOLUTION, THAT BUGS ME, THAT OBSESESSES ME, AS I FLOAT HERE IN MY NUTRIENT BATH,

IS THAT I AM INSANE...

INSANE!

HOW DID YOU COOK THESE EGGS, VIC? THEY LOOK MORE LIKE WEEТАКИТС TO ME!

VICTOR PRATT ★ THE STUPID TWAT ★

I DIDN'T COOK THEM. THEY WERE STILL WARM WHEN THE DOG EAT THEM THIS MORNING!

Rude Kid ★

YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO STOP THIS SWEARING, YOUNG MAN!

LIKE FUCK I AM COCKFACE!
Black Hole

John Player Special King Size

DANGER: H.M. Government Health Departments' WARNING:
THINK FIRST - MOST DOCTORS DON'T STICK CIGARETTES UP THEIR ARSES
Ian, 20, is out of work at present and chose unemployment as the theme for his competition entry in which he successfully set out to describe with ink and pen a typical week in his life. The judges were particularly impressed with the way Ian succeeded in capturing the stark realities of his predicament on paper, and described ultimately the contrasting emotions of frustration and anger by creating an on-going conversation between his subtle line work and the harsh emptiness of his spacing. His winning entry is entitled "Gerrit Down Me Fuckin' Neck".

Ian wins the first prize of £100, plus a book token kindly donated by Northern Arts. "I can't wait for the fuckin' pub to open," said Ian when presented with his cheque.

COMMUNITY SHOP

SMALL COMMUNITY WORKSHOP ASSOCIATION

WHITE FOOD £1.00 per kg
KNOTTY PINE CHAIRS £25
FREE F workplace
EMPTY CARPET £30

SAVE THE WHALE
ALBUMS FROM HERE
SAVE THE WAMBAH

AYE SON... So are you giviing us no evens or what?

WELL, ACTUALLY WE DON'T TAKE PART IN CAPITALIST MERCHANDISING OR COMMERCIAL RETAIL TRADE

HAVE YOU GOT ANY REMAINS RECENTLY?

WELL... AYE NO

PERHAPS YOU COULD TRY OUR NATURAL HERBAL CEREALES OR HANDMADE WICKER BASKETS. WE ALSO HAVE A SELECTION OF...

HAS THIS OCEAN GOT ANY FUCKIN' TABS OR WHAT?
**CHESTER PALETORPE’S POP PAGE**

More hot news about your pop favourites

**RECORD PLUG**

**HOSTAGES:**

Single Released

Changes have taken place since we last featured Newcastle band The Hostages. After brief negotiations, enchanting bassist Juliet Pacino was released, in exchange for Jilly Congas, Tim and Dave Cooper, and Dennis Cadillacs. Along with old-timers Ray Byrne, Rob Brown and Dave Wittaker, they now make up a meaty 7-piece, joined occasionally by roving Steve Zane, tromboner with The Paws Whoopee, a meaty 11-piece.

And at last the bands growing number of fans can hear them on vinyl. Their debut single has just been released. It features on the ‘Airplay’ side “Here’s the people” and “In a minute” on the ‘Homeplay’ side. Of the two, “In a minute” is highly recommended, and looks like a chart cert.

Perhaps you would like to go out and buy a copy. It is on the ‘Thirf Records’ label, and available at all good record shops.

**CLURBLAND**

**Eyes down for the Chart Commandos**

Look out Tony Blackburn! Hawaii Five-O is heading for the number 1 slot fast! Arthur 2 Stroke and the Chart Commandos followed up their first single, (a top 175 hit for the band), with a second - Hawaii Five-O on the Logo label, and only a year after it’s release the bouncy south sea anthem is already pushing for a place in the top 200.

I caught up with the busy band at a packed British Legion club in South Shields where they were setting the concert room alight with a combination of their own material and popular classics like ‘The Yellow Ribbon Round The Old Oak Tree’. Indeed, their first set went so well the concert secretary called them back after the bingo to end the evening with an almighty rendition of ‘Five-O’, at which stage the audience dropped their dominoes and began to paddle in the aisles.

How were the band reacting to life in the Big Time? “We’re just about managing to keep our feet on the ground”, said a jubilant 2-Stroke after the gig. In the bingo first prize of £10 went to Keith Pollock of Seldon.

**ALTERED IMAGES**

**Fairytale comes true for sex kitten Clare**

Meet Clare, (above), the beautiful Princess currently starring in the Altered Images fairy tale rise to success.

When we spoke to Clare and the band at their recent gig in Newcastle, the single ‘Happy Birthday’ had just soared to number 2 in the pop charts. Titch, their drummer, told us that he “felt like a king” when we broke the news to him that the disc had gone top ten, and guitarist Tony added that he had once been a ballboy at Hampden Park.

But the star of the show is undoubtedly Clare, with her golden hair and child-like looks. For her it certainly has been a ‘Happy Birthday’. She was able to celebrate her recent 5th birthday with a Top of The Pops appearance. “But there’s a lot more to life than hit records”, she added, smiling quaintly. “I wouldn’t swap my Vis Comic for a number 1 hit, ever!”

**MENSI**

**COMPETITION**

Super Prizes Galore to be Won!

Here’s your chance to win some GENUINE PRIZES! Believe it or not, we are giving away 5 copies of Viz Comic, 6 each one autographed by ALTERED IMAGES, and personally signed “with love” by darling Clare.

All you have to do to win one of these fabulous prizes is identify the mystery pop star shown above. It’s a difficult one, so here’s a little clue: Mixed up, his name is MADAM NAT.

As a bonus, the first person to send in the correct answer will also receive a cartoon drawn specially for us by Captain Sensible of The Damned. Unfortunately it was not entirely suitable for us to print.

Send your answers to Chester Palethorpe’s Pop Page, Adam Ant Competition, c/o Viz Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SF

The first 5 correct entries will receive prizes.
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL...

TO THE EASY-GOING RECORD STORE

30, Ridley Place, Newcastle upon Tyne 1. Tel: (0632) 321678

THE KARD BAR

(There now follows a short commercial break)

Open 6 days a week, 9.30-5.30, for posters, patches, greeting cards badges, nearly new LPs, Space Invaders and snacks

KARD BAR  ARCADIA  OFF PERCY STREET  NEWCASTLE
MICKEY WAS HOPPING HIS WAY HOME FROM SCHOOL ONE DAY, WHEN HE CAME ACROSS A STRANGE OBJECT...

BY THE WRATH OF THE MIGHTY MARTIAN GODS! IT WAS A BIG SPACE ROCKET!

MICKEY HOPPED AROUND THE LARGE ROCKET FOR A WHILE, BEFORE HE POISONED CLIMBED INTO THE BIG CANAL...

BEFORE HE KNEW IT, MICKEY HAD PRESSED THE WRONG BUTTON AND HE WAS WHISKED AWAY BY THE MONSTER MACHINE!

MICKEY COULD BUT SIT AND WAIT...

AFTER WHAT SEEMED A VERY LONG TIME, THE ROCKET CRASHED...

MICKEY WHO WAS KNOCKED UNCONSCIOUS WOKE SUDDENLY.

HE WAS IN THE HOUSE OF MR. EATING CHARLES WORTH, WHO PROCEEDED TO VIOLENTLY VOMIT ON HIS FACE...

IT'S A BUSY DAY FOR ROGER. HE'S GOT A MEETING AT T.V. CENTRE

HELLO ROGER, THIS IS MR. WIGHT, HEAD OF DOCUMENTARIES.

AND I THINK WE DECIDED ON 'UK TODAY'. IT'S SIMPLE AND HAS A CATCHY RHyme TO IT AS WELL.

NO, ROGER. WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING VULGAR. IT'S AN EARLY EVENING SHOW. A NEWS DOCUMENTARY, YOU KNOW. I THINK WE SHOULD TRY TO KEEP IT CLEAN, OKAY?

SO WHY NOT JUST KEEP IT SIMPLE? HOW ABOUT 'CUNT'?

I THINK YOU'D BETTER GO TO THE STATION CONTROLLED'S OFFICE, ROGER. HE WANTS TO SEE YOU.

I THINK IT'S ABOUT LAST NIGHT'S NEWS'S HEADLINES. HE'S HAD SOME COMPLAINTS. WE'LL Sort THIS TITLE OUT LATER.

NO, ORANGE. WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING VULGAR. I'M AN EARLY EVENING SHOW. A NEWS DOCUMENTARY, YOU KNOW. I THINK WE SHOULD TRY TO KEEP IT CLEAN, OKAY?

NO, ORANGE. WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING VULGAR. IT'S AN EARLY EVENING SHOW. A NEWS DOCUMENTARY, YOU KNOW. I THINK WE SHOULD TRY TO KEEP IT CLEAN, OKAY?

NO, ORANGE. WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING VULGAR. IT'S AN EARLY EVENING SHOW. A NEWS DOCUMENTARY, YOU KNOW. I THINK WE SHOULD TRY TO KEEP IT CLEAN, OKAY?

OH YEAH! OF COURSE. I CAN SEE THAT.

YOU WANTED TO SEE ME! I SUPPOSE IT'S ABOUT THE SNOOZE CAMERA WORK ON LAST NIGHT'S NEWS. WE OUGHT TO GET SOMETHING DONE ABOUT IT.

NO, ORANGE. WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING VULGAR. IT'S AN EARLY EVENING SHOW. A NEWS DOCUMENTARY, YOU KNOW. I THINK WE SHOULD TRY TO KEEP IT CLEAN, OKAY?

I THINK IT'S ABOUT LAST NIGHT'S NEWS'S HEADLINES. HE'S HAD SOME COMPLAINTS. WE'LL SORT THIS TITLE OUT LATER.
THE KARD BAR

in association with
TYNE AND WEAR TRANSPORT

are proud to announce the opening of their brand new

Metro Rapid Transit System

The new Tyne & Wear Metro has been designed specifically to allow easy access to the Kard Bar in Newcastle, and people throughout the area can now reach it in a matter of minutes.

And even if you live outside the Tyne and Wear area, remember that with Inter-City 125 and Metro services, the Kard Bar is now only 3 hours and 4 minutes away from London Kings Cross.

KARD BAR ARCADIA OFF PERCY STREET NEWCASTLE Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30